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celebration of

Hanukkah

Saturday November 23rd
Doors open at 6:oo pm
Havdalah at 6:30
Light Supper, Gift Shop, Crafts , Entertainment
and Surprises
10.00 Adults - $5.00 children

$

(306) 343-7023 Fax: (306) 343-1244
President: Marsha Scharfstein

2013 B’NAI bRITH

silver plate
dinner

Dinner Chairman: David Katzman
Master of Ceremonies: Harold Shiffman
Ticket Chairman: Arnie Shaw
Silent and Live Auction Chairman:
Ron Gitlin
We’re Proud of You Award Display:
Steven Simpson
Audio-Visual Displays: Bryce Sasko

Wednesday November 13
TCU
Cocktails 5:30 pm.
Dinner 6:30 pm
][הקלד את כותרת המסמך

Remembrance and Renewal

Global Day of Jewish Learning

Join us for an evening of remembrance and Renewal with the Saskatoon Muslim and
Jewish communities. Enjoy delicious home made middle eastern tastes, and new local
friendships as we celebrate homegrown theatre.
Kayvon Kelly and Joel Bernbaum will read scenes from their play My Rabbi, followed
by informal discussion.

Join us for an amazing experience

Monday Nov 11th 7.30pm

In Congregation Agudas Israel
Topic – "creating together"

Persephone Theatre Lobby
100 Spadina Cres. East
FREE Event.

My Rabbi is a story about faith, friendship and fathers. Global religious and political
questions are tackled through the lens of young male friendship. Arya and Jacob were
both born in Saskatoon, and became best friends in high school. They were a unique
pair in their youth, often capitalizing on the humour of their respective differences,
dubbing themselves “the Jew and the Muslim.” After graduating from university, they
motivate themselves to embark on deep spiritual journeys, that take them to places they
did not expect. Jacob and Arya find each other on the busy streets of Toronto after years
of separation.They return to the pub to talk through their spiritual journeys and try to
rebuild their bond.
The evening is hosted by Heather Fenyes and Hanan Elbardough
with the support of Congregation Agudas Israel Synagogue,
CIJA and Think Good. Do Good.

On November 17th Jews around the world will share a day of Jewish
learning, dialogue and exploration, joining together in celebration of
all that unites us.
www.theglobalday.com
E-mail:
areivim.sask@gmail.com

The event will take place on Sunday Nov. 17 from 2:00 to 4:30 PM.
Educational activities for children will take place as well

This page is sponsored by Gladys Rose of Toronto
This page is sponsored by Naomi Rose and Stan Sinai of Toronto.

Deadline for the next Bulletin is December 10, 2013

Refreshments will be served!!

UJA Campaign
Event
A Righteous
Muslim Among
the Nations
with
Sara Pechanec

Wednesday, November 6th
7:30pm
JCC - Congregation Agudas Israel
Join us for fascinating evening with
Sara Pechanec and hear the amazing
story of her family rescuing Jews in the
Holocaust, only to be saved themselves
during the Bosnian Serbian war.

Breakfast film club
October:
“The other
son”

November
Nov.10 10:00AM
CAI boardroom

November:
“The world
is funny!”

Simple people struggle
through extraordinary
circumstances. Sometimes
the only answer to any
problem is 'The world is
funny so we have to
laugh.'(2012)

December:
A window to the
development of Israel through cinema (lecture)

January:

“atash”

Director: Shemi Zarhin

Decmber
Dec.29 10:00AM
CAI boardroom

February:
“Blues Lahofesh Hagadol”

A window to the development of Israel through
cinema (lecture)
Presented by the shlichim

March:
A window to changes in relation to the
kibbutz through film
(Lecture)

This page is sponsored by Dr. Syd z'l & Miriam z’l Gelmon of Vancouver
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Editorial
by Steven Goluboff

FROM OUR CONGREGATIONAL FAMILY
The Mission Statement of Congregation Agudas Israel

Congregation Agudas Israel is a spiritual, religious, educational and social home committed

to deepening the quality of Jewish life in Saskatoon and district. We are an evolving link in the
The early winter
historical traditions of the Jewish people. We are a progressive, democratic and sensitive conbrings a flurry of activgregation responding to the widest spectrum of Jewish thought and practice.
ity and possibly those
Written at the 2002 Kallah by the members of Congregation Agudas Israel
other flurries we would
rather delay. The next
Mazel Tov to:
few weeks include many
Grant and Marsha Scharfstein on the birth of a grandson, Sean Tristan
worthy community enScharfstein-McGettigan, a son of Becky Scharfstein and Cormac McGetdeavors including the annual UIA Appeal, suptigan on Saturday Oct 19.
porting good work in Israel and of course, allow us to continue with the Shlichim Program,
Abby Holtslander, daughter of Franci and Gord
totally funded by your generous donations. As
Holtslander, who won the 2012-2013 Saskatoon Public
well, B’nai Brith will be hosting its 59th Annual
School Proficiency Award for the highest achievement
Silver Plate Dinner on November 13th at TCU
in
Grade 11 at Evan Hardy Collegiate.
Place. We hope that all the Jewish men will
try to attend as ticket holders or volunteers.
Abby Holtslander who has volunteered to be the new Youth Editor of
Our new Shlichim Daniella Fields and Yuval
The Bulletin.
Elmaliach have a host of interesting programs
including Israeli cinema, educational events
The Scharstein Family who were honoured
and assisting us in our synagogue services
to have a park in Melfort dedicated in their
while Rabbi Claudio and his family enjoy
name
in recognition for the many years of community service
a well-deserved holiday to visit friends and
by Joe and Jean Scharfstein.
family in Chile. Yuval’s inaugural article is a
succinct and mature account of his perception
of religion in Israel . He has invited responses
and hope some of you would like to develop
Condolences to:
a dialogue in the Bulletin. I am pleased to
The family of Miriam Gelmon, formerly of Saskatoon, on her death on September 29th.
welcome a new Youth Editor to The Bulletin.
Miriam was the daughter of Gertie and Jacob Chertkow, and the husband of Dr. Sydney
Abby Holtslander will succeed her sister,
Gelmon. Her children, Larry, Paula, Karen and Sherril all grew up in Saskatoon.
Mayah who is studying in Victoria. I hope she
will broaden our youth section and ensure that
Janet Eklund and her family on the recent death of her husband, Dennis. Janet has been
we have timely and interesting material from
the Graphic Designer of The Bulletin for almost 25 years.
the Hebrew School, BBYO and Hillel. Her first
article is a fascinating account of the genetic
disease, Tay- Sachs, afflicting Ashkenazi Jews.
Shalom and Safe Travel to:
Rabbi Claudio has summarized an interesting
study of Jews in the United States which I Rabbi Claudio, Rosy, Yoel and Amiel who will be on vacation in Chile from December
December 8th to early January.
am sure can be extrapolated to Canadians. It
paints a somewhat pessimistic picture of the
Jewish future in North America but Rabbi
Claudio throws out a challenge to all of us
to look at new ways to provide a relevancy
for Jews for an involvement in community or
synagogue life. We need to be open minded
You are invited to celebrate Israeli folk dance.
about what our expectations are as well as
creating a tolerance of alternate approaches
Suitable for all those who love to spend energy
and needs for those that identify themselves
in all ages. No dance experience needed - only
as Jewish in whatever way. In Saskatoon, we
a pair of comfortable shoes!
know there are unaffiliated Jews, new immigrants who may not have had a closeness to a
synagogue or Jewish community life and now
the presence of Chabbad whose mission it is
to elevate our Jewish consciousness and possibly enhance the wonderful opportunities we
You
already have. We are truly the authors of
ourare invited to celebrate Israeli folk dance.
Bulletin
for all those who love to spend energyThe
in all ages
Jewish destiny in Saskatoon. My Suitable
final comEditor-in-Chief..................................... Steven Goluboff
Issues Published........................................................139
no
dance
experience,
only
a
pair
of
comfortable
shoes!
Advertising Manager.....................................Ron Gitlin
ment is to express my personal condolences
Issues/Year....................................................................6
If you are happy with the Bulletin and enjoy reading it, please
Circulation Manager................................Myla Deptuch
and that of our community to Janet Eklund
consider sponsoring a page ($25/issue or $130/year). Contact
Layout & 5/12/2013
Graphic Design..........................Janet Eklund
on the death of her husband. Janet in spite of
Steven Goluboff or Ron Gitlin.
Proof Reading.......................................
Bruce Cameron
19:00-20:30
E-Mail Address: s.goluboff@shaw.ca,
Cost of this issue with mailing..............................$1200
preparing for Dennis’ funeral completed the
jewishcommunity@sasktel.net, jteklund@shaw.ca
Advertisements............................................... $30/issue
final version of this issue.
website: http://agudasisrael.org
Page Sponsorship....................... $25/issue or $130/year

Israeli Dance!
with Yuval & Daniella

December 5th, 2013
7 - 8:30 pm - JCC

This page is sponsored by Grace, Steven, Leila, Sarah & Shaina Goluboff
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Person to Person

by Marsha Scharfstein, President, CAI

“I believe that one of the most important things to learn in life is that you can make a difference in your
community no matter who you are or where you live.”				
- Rosalynn Carter
I am learning patience... For the past two community. I have said several times that CAI what our members
weeks, I have been told that my first grand- is in a very enviable position. We are strong, expect so that we can
child will be born “any day now”. And still energized, and welcoming new members be sure that we are
nothing! I am writing this in a hotel in Ed- every month. There are many projects we delivering that.
Over the next few
monton as I wait...patiently...maybe not so would like to undertake, building renovations,
patiently...maybe impatiently! I am excited, fundraising opportunities to be explored... and months, I and others,
anxious, wanting to move to the next level, we want to get started on them all at once. will be gathering information, asking queswanting to experience this new phase...and I We want to experience the rush of watching tions, and seeking your guidance. Please be
am only the Grandparent, not even the new a project come together, to enrich our com- prepared to share your vision of our comparent. I know, intellectually, that it will un- munal lives, to enhance our experience of munity in the future so we can ensure that it
becomes reality.
fold when and how it should, and that I cannot being part of CAI.
And please be patient... That’s how we will
hurry the process, but still...
I believe that we must move forward in a
As President, I am also learning patience. careful, measured, deliberate way. We must get the big payoff in the end...
It is my intention, over the next months, to exercise patience. We must know where we
strike a committee whose mandate it will be want to be in 5, 10, 25 years, before we decide Editor’s Note: Marsha and Grant became
to investigate the Long Term Vision of this what we want to change today. We must know grandparents on October 19th.

Divrei Harav – Rabbi Claudio’s Message
Jews and Judaism – The Pew Study about U.S. Jews

by Rabbi Claudio Jodorkovsky
A big commotion
within the Jewish
world in the US has
been generated by
the results of the
Pew Study on Judaism in America that was
released a few weeks ago. The comprehensive
study tries to show the level of commitment
of the Jews in the United States toward Judaism, taking into account different aspects of
the Jewish identity. Marriage to non-Jewish
spouses, affiliation to Synagogues, religious
beliefs, opinions about Israel, definition of
what Judaism is, and the place of Social
Justice in Jewish life are the main indicatives
of “Jewishness” that the study tries to cover.
For many of us some of the results are
neither new nor surprising. Although it
showed a growth in orthodox groups and a
weakening of the liberal movements, liberal
Judaism still represents more than 53% of the
Jewish population and Orthodox groups only
10%. And even the differences are still big;
the trend shows a growing inclination within
religious Jews towards what is perceived as
a more “traditional” way of life, a tendency
that goes according to what is happening with
all religions throughout the world.
From the 53% of liberal Jews, 35% identify
themselves as Reform and 18% as Conservative. However one of the strongest criticisms
of the study is that it addresses the definition
of “Reform” more as an approach to Judaism
in general (similar to “liberal”) and not as a

relationship with a particular Synagogue, in
opposition to the identification of “Conservative” or “Reconstructionist” which for the
majority means primarily a link or the formal
membership at an institution. There were
other interesting and also worrying findings,
as the clear growth of intermarriage rates
(and of course a marriage with a spouse who
converted to Judaism is not considered intermarriage) and a change in attitudes towards
Israel and its leadership. I really encourage
everyone to look for the study on the internet
and review some of its findings (see www.
pewforum.org or just Google it).
As it is usual in Social Sciences, the classic
rivalry between defenders of quantitative vs.
qualitative research, it is also found in the
different analysis the Pew Study has received.
Many scholars are suggesting that if we don’t
try to understand carefully the data we get
from this survey we can easily fail in labeling
people with different attitudes in a same category. The way the researcher asks influences
people to define themselves in the categories
that were suggested. Consequently, while the
Pew survey can show trends that we have to
take into account, before drawing conclusions
about the situation of our fellow Jews in the
United States we need to be conscious about
the limitations of the Study.
One of the most commented findings of
the Study is about Jews who see themselves
as “Jews without religion”. While 93% of
the oldest generation of Jews in the United

Stated identifies Judaism on the basis of
religion, today 32% of the Jews born after
1980 define themselves as Jews based on
ancestry, ethnicity and culture, and not necessarily on religion. These results triggered the
alarm of many Jewish religious leaders who
are worried about a rapid weakening of the
religious component of the Jewish identity
and a possible failure in religious education.
However, as others have said, it seems that
many of the so called “Jews without religion”
don’t feel connected with organized religion
(synagogues) or don’t feel welcomed there,
but they still preserve their belief in God and
in other traditional Jewish religious values.
After reading the Study, analyzing the data
and considering several reviews of the survey,
I agree with many scholars and leaders who
although they are concerned about some
of the findings, at the same time see many
opportunities for the future. For me one of
the clearest lessons is to understand that the
characteristic of the Jewish community has
changed radically since most of our institutions were created, and if we want to avoid the
pessimist scenarios that the Study seems to be
predicting, we should start planning now how
we are going to do it rather than continuing
applying the same old formulas.
The fact that Jews are expressing their
Jewish identity in new ways should compel
us to work hard on rethinking the structure of
Jewish institutions in general, so that we can
continued on page 12
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My impression of Judaism in Saskatoon

by Yuval Elmaliach

This article repre- communities. Though there is a positive trend with what the essential rules of Judaism are
sents my thoughts and of new secular Yeshivot that are attracting a trying to teach.
my own personal point growing crowd of young people it is still much
Because of this we need quiet and open
of view of my experi- smaller compared to the 60% of Canadian minded centers capable of preserving and
ence in Israel. It is not Jews who belong to reform or conservative developing their Judaism. These centers can
scientific or accurate, communities. Although Israel is a western choose to absorb the beautiful and wise Juit’s just my opinion. I style advanced country, possibly the numerous daism. These centers should be cut off from
am trying to gain un- issues and the impact of politics on identity Israeli politics. They should be in a calm
derstanding as to why are preventing an open door to the acceptance peaceful place so that our religion will not
so many of my close friends and family avoid of modern liberal Judaism.
get stained by political interests, as in Israel.
the Jewish religion as much as they can, and
These distant islands of Judaism that I picMy perception is, whether I am a believer
don’t want to be affiliated with it at all.
or not, is that Judaism is an assembly of ideas ture in my mind are just like the one we have
The conception of Judaism around the and beliefs meant to help us be better beings. discovered in Saskatoon. Here in Congregaworld is different from the one in Israel in Judaism helps me in my constant search for tion Agudas Israel for more than a century
many ways. An obvious one is that the many self-improvement inside and out. Judaism people are preserving the beautiful sides of
streams of Judaism active in North America helps us build as a community and a society Jewish tradition and faith. It is my impresdo not require an explanation. In Israel, the that is based on values and morals. What is sion that the place strives to get the best out
level of faith and the
of people to be better hulevel of involvement in
man beings, not compared
Jewish ceremonies, in
to others but to ourselves.
My
perception
is,
whether
I
am
a
believer
or
not,
is
most cases, are strictly
Members of this commutied to political opinions. that Judaism is an assembly of ideas and beliefs meant nity wish to give to their
In order to understand
community and to society
why the way someone to help us be better beings. Judaism helps me in my
above and beyond. We are
practices Judaism influ- constant search for self-improvement inside and out.
excited by the advanced
ences his political opinJudaism that is developed
ions, you first need to Judaism helps us build as a community and society
here and that has room for
understand the general that is based on values and morals.
anybody to feel part of
picture of the different
it. In Israel today their is
streams of Judaism in
more hope and we believe
Israel. In general Israeli
that Agudas Israel can be
Jews define themselves in the following the point of the stories of the bible, rabbinical a great lesson to the Jewish public in Israel.
way: 40% are secular, 40 % traditional, 12% interpretations or the Mitzvot if not to impart
Therefore, I believe that the state of Israel
modern orthodox and 8% are ultra-orthodox. ideas about how we need to behave?
and the Jewish people around the world must
Whether you are orthodox or traditional,
Although the ancient sources sometimes nurture and protect special centers like the one
every symbol that identifies you with religion seem outdated, I believe that Judaism is still in Saskatoon.
also defines your political opinions. A man relevant as a source of positive inspiration in
Here on an island of sanity, people are
in Israel who wears a kippa on his head for our lives.
preserving the flame of the Jewish candle at
example, declares that he believes in God’s
Sadly as an Israeli I see many religious its brightest.
existence and therefore believes that God Jews in Israel who insist on following the
I will be happy to receive anybody’s
gave us the land of greater Israel, and that religion strictly while not paying the same thoughts or comments on the impressions that
the state of Israel is only one step towards the attention to the essence of the mitzvot- as in I have stated in this article.
redemption of the holy land. A man wearing their emphasis on being a moral and advanced
Please write to: areivim.sask@gmail.com
a kippa is expected to vote for Benet, Shas or society, dealing with trivialities instead of
other right wing or religious parties; he will
take his religion to the elections. This is an
Scharfstein │ Gibbings │ Walen │ Fisher LLP
example of how a simple act of relating to
Barristers & Solicitors
Judaism comes with heavy political baggage.
If you are an Israeli who believes in pluralGrant J. Scharfstein, Q.C.
ism and equality for instance, if you believe
p. 306.653.2838
that the way to defend Israel is not only by
f. 306.652.4747
the IDF but also with dialog and long term
Barristers, Solicitors and Mediators
agreements with our neighbors, if you are a
RANDY KATZMAN
liberal thinker who believes in equal rights for
e. gscharfstein@scharfsteinlaw.com
B.Comm., LL.B.
all without discrimination of religion, race or
www.scharfsteinlaw.com
gender then it is very difficult for you to find
(306) 653-5000
Fax: (306) 652-4171
your place in the Israeli Judaism of today.
500 Scotiabank Building,
You can compare Canada to Israel and see
that in Israel less than one percent of the com- 111 Second Ave S
5th Floor, Atrium Place, #510, 128 - 4th Avenue S.,
Saskatoon, SK S7K 1K6
munities are conservative or reform liberal
Saskatoon, S7K 1M8

CUELENAERE, KENDALL
KATZMAN
RICHARDS

&
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A Vision for Jewish Advocacy

by Steve McDonald, Assistant Director of Communications - CIJA
At any given JCC,
synagogue, or Shabbat dinner, one is
bound to encounter
a discussion about
how best to support
Israel, advance Jewish social values, or
engage in Canadian politics. But how often
do we ask ourselves: What is the purpose and
who is the target of Jewish advocacy efforts?
These questions were the subject of a recent
Canadian Jewish News column by Shimon
Fogel, CEO of the Centre for Israel and Jewish
Affairs (CIJA), which included the following
observation:
“True advocacy is about extending influence and winning support among those not
already committed. Effective advocacy is
about successful outreach to new sources of
support, not providing emotional reassurance
to those already persuaded of the righteousness of our cause.”
In many ways, I am living proof of the
validity of Shimon’s message. In 2007, while
working for an MP in Ottawa, I was invited
to join a mission to Israel of non-Jewish parliamentary staffers from all parties. Hosted
by the Canada-Israel Committee (CIC), that
mission changed my life.
In the years since, I have converted to Judaism, married a nice Jewish girl (who was herself a CIC parliamentary intern), and started a
young but growing Jewish family. I also made
a major career change: I now work for CIJA
(of which CIC is a predecessor organization).

by Patsy Landa

While I was once part of the target audience
of advocacy efforts, I am now among those
who help our community connect with the
non-Jewish world.
Simply put, none of these extraordinary,
life-changing choices would have come about
were it not for the smart, strategic advocacy
described by Shimon. I wasn’t introduced to
Israel by a catchy slogan, an aggressive pitch,
or a complex historical argument. I was introduced to Israel by those who took the time to
develop a relationship with me and present
Israelis not as abstractions but as real people
– neither perfect nor dissimilar to Canadians.
I was encouraged to appreciate Israel for my
own reasons as a Canadian, recognizing in it
a fellow democracy that shares our values but
happens to dwell in one of the world’s toughest neighbourhoods.
That I could see the country first-hand, was
shown its challenges from multiple perspectives, and empowered to ask whatever questions I wanted was icing on the cake. While
it’s not feasible to bring every Canadian to
Israel, it is possible to showcase Israel’s many
attributes to our non-Jewish neighbours.
Like effective marketing, truly strategic
advocacy is about discerning what makes an
audience tick and connecting that to one’s own
cause. Our target audience consists primarily
of non-Jews, particularly those in government, academia, faith communities, and civil
society. We will not win support in these key
circles by shouting louder than our detractors. Nor will we bring clarity to our issues
by throwing complex data at our audience.

While there is no one-size-fits-all approach
to advocacy, there is a general approach
that works, which, in this case, grew out of
extensive research and experience. Build the
relationship. Make the message reasonable,
focused, and simple – but not simplistic. Make
Israel relevant to your audience’s interests and
values, rather than emphasizing your own.
Find ways to demonstrate the benefits and
solutions Israel has to offer Canadians.
On this last point, we must remember that,
while the vast majority of Canadians have no
interest in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict (and
want only to avoid divisive debates on the
complexities of the Middle East), Canadian
interest in Israel as a source of innovation,
ideas, and cutting-edge culture is growing.
While the non-Jewish world may be our
primary audience, Jewish Canadians must
be at the forefront of these efforts. Diaspora
engagement with Israel is not just a matter of
strengthening Jewish identity; it’s also about
building a community of effective advocates.
I encourage readers to contact Heather Fenyes
of CIJA’s Saskatoon Local Partner Council at
fenyes@sasktel.net, to find out how to benefit
from our advocacy training programs.
When it comes to building support for
Israel, we don’t have the luxury of simply
doing what feels good. We have an obligation
to do what works.
Steve McDonald is Associate Director of
Communications at the Centre for Israel and
Jewish Affairs (CIJA)

I came to Israel from Ethiopia

Greetings from Nes
Ziona. This time I’d
like to share with you
the experiences of one
of the participants in the
program for parents and
children in the framework of the municipal
Moadoniot (clubs) for families at risk.
This ongoing program is pivotal in the
development of a nurturing environment in
the homes of the children who attend the
Moadoniot every day after school. The Saskatoon Jewish Community’s support for this
program is much appreciated. You’ll be able
to understand more clearly once you’ve read
the letter below.
I came to Israel from Ethiopia, married
with 4 children. I didn’t have a chance to learn
Hebrew at the ulpan as I gave birth to my 5th
child soon after my arrival.
When my daughter was in grade 2, she

joined the moadonit in which there were 14
other children. I was invited to join a program
for parents and children. I was anxious about
joining because I wasn’t sure what it was all
about and, with my poor Hebrew, I feared that
I wouldn’t understand or be understood. But I
was assured that there were other mothers like
me who care about their children’s wellbeing.
In the first meetings which focused on
getting acquainted, I just smiled a lot even
when I had no idea what was being said. The
counselors and the social worker translated
for me. They made sure to ask me if I understood, sometimes so often that I feared that
I was bothering them. I seldom shared my
thoughts and feelings with the others. I listed
to the conversations about motherhood and
child-raising methods in Israel. Very slowly,
I saw that they were listening to me as well,
and to the stories of how I was raised with love
and caring in Ethiopa; that I had nothing to be
This page is sponsored by Leona Wasserman
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ashamed of. I underwent the experiences that
many Ethiopian immigrants undergo when
you don’t understand the Israeli mentality.
Within this group, for the first time, I could
open up and share my experiences with those
outside of the Ethiopian community. They
understood me and I could appreciate their
advice.
I learned many things that were common to
all mothers. Irrespective of our backgrounds,
we share similar dreams and worries for our
children’s healthy development. I saw that
even though I was just a new immigrant, I
have lots of patience and compassion for
my children. I enjoyed the opportunity to
really become friendly with people outside
my community.
Part of the program included sessions with
the children. There I saw what my children
continued on page 12

The Moral and Spiritual Values of Judaism
Aleynu

by the late Rabbi Roger Pavey
In the year 2000,
Rabbi Roger V.
Pavey completed a
manuscript intended
for publication. It
was never published,
but The Moral and Spiritual Values of Judaism was intended for students of Judaism and
general readers interested in Judaism. Roger
was looking at Judaism “from a new perspective and the application of Jewish concepts to
modern issues.”
Aleynu
The fundamental core of the Jewish tradition is moral responsibility. In the last resort,
human beings cannot ever renege on the
fact that they are autonomous moral agents.
That responsibility has two aspects. There
is a responsibility for the self, and there is a
responsibility for others. The latter responsibility has three dimensions: for family and
friends, for community, and for the world in
which and with which we live.
This lesson of responsibility is brought
home to the praying Jew by the prayer that
ends public acts of worship, the prayer called
the “Aleynu” after its first word which literally
means “it is our duty”. It first appeared for the
additional Service on the New Year, but quite
early in the Middle Ages its use was extended
into Shabbat and daily worship. The full text
is used in the Ashkenazi liturgy, in the Sefardic
tradition it consists of the first paragraph only.
A literal translation runs as follows:It is our duty to praise the lord of all things,
to ascribe greatness to the creator of created
beings. He has not made us (Jews) like the
peoples of the nations, nor given us a status
like the families of the earth. He has not
made us a destiny like theirs or a purpose like
theirs. We bow and bend the knee in worship
and acknowledge the King of Kings. Praised
be He, who has established the heavens and
laid out the earth, Whose wonder dwells in
the heavens above, Whose miraculous power
abides in the heights. He is our God, there is
none other. Truly He is our King, there is no
one else. As it is written in His Torah: Know
today and consider in your heart (the heart is
traditionally seen as the center of the intelligence) that Adonai is God, in the heavens
above and on the earth below. There is no
one else.
Therefore, Adonai our God, we anticipate
seeing soon the beauty of Your strength, the
uprooting of idols from the earth and the
destruction of false gods, and the setting up

the sovereignty of the Almighty One. All
humankind shall proclaim Your Name, all
the world’s wicked shall be turned to You.
All sentient beings shall recognize and know
that it is to You that all should bend the knee
and all voices should pledge themselves. To
Your glorious Name shall they give honor.
All shall accept the burden of Your rulership
and You shall reign over them soon and for
ever. Sovereignty belongs to You and You
shall reign gloriously for ever. It is written in
Your Torah: Adonai shall rule for ever. And
it also said: Adonai shall be ruler over the
whole earth. Then Adonai shall be One and
His Name shall be One.
Originally, the prayer included the phrase:
“They worship vanity and vacuousness and
pray to a god who is useless”. The word “va
rik” - meaning vacuousness - has the same
numerical value as the name Yeshu, Jesus.
In addition, the last word, “useless”, is in
Hebrew “lo yoshia”, which also derives from
the root that gives the name Yeshu, Jesus. As
a result, Christians objected to this particular
phrase as being a calculated insult to their
faith. It was also a custom to spit when these
particular words were said. As a result, the
phrase was deleted from the prayer text in
a combination of Christian pressure and
discrete Jewish self-censorship. It is to be
hoped that the “cleaning up” of the prayer
might also have had something to do with a
growing awareness that declaration of faith
need not require denigration of another’s.
Though, given the historical circumstances
of Christian-Jewish relations and the reality
of anti-Semitic persecution by the Christian
Church, one can well understand the initial
provenance of the phrase.
Moral responsibility involves, first, acceptance of the duty to make choices, second,
acceptance of the consequences of those
choices. It is terrifying to have to make
moral choices in a world where there are
no clear-cut black and white choices, only
shades of murky gray. All moral choices are
ambiguous. Even more terrifying is to accept
responsibility for the consequences of choices
when the implications cannot be known, the
actors involved and their possible responses
so infinite as to be unforeseeable. Ethics is
like playing grandmaster chess with only an
elementary knowledge of the legal moves of
the pieces. That is why we need ritualized
methods of coping with our human frailty
to avoid the crippling results of guilt. Yet
we cannot conceivably avoid choosing and
remain human. The refusal to choose is itself

a choice. To adapt a Yiddish saying: “Shveyr
tsu zain a mensh” – “Who said it was easy to
be human?”
The motivation for the moral struggle is
the hope and dream enunciated in the second
paragraph of the Aleynu prayer. History for
Judaism is the playing out of a drama within a
specific time frame. Creation moves through
Revelation to Redemption and the fulfilment
of history. Human beings play out their role in
this drama of history as partners with God. If
Creation destroyed the primal harmony which
has to be remade and the universe itself healed
and set in order again, then human and divine
work together to re-weave the fabric. God,
ruler of the universe de jure, has been made
ruler of the universe de facto.
There are no guarantees in the working out
of history, no dialectic that will inevitably
transform history from what is to what should
be. However, there is hope and there is the
teleological motivation of healing. If this
were not so, there would be no ultimate point
in human existence and moral striving. There
would only be patient waiting until God sees
fit to drop the final curtain on the drama and
declare the ending of the fifth act of the play.
And in the meantime to maintain a slavish
obedience to God’s revealed will in ritual act
and worship, as a continuing hint to God that
such a denouement would be most gratefully
welcomed. If there is to be any scope for human initiative, then there cannot be at the same
time any guarantee of ultimate success. We,
God and human together, have to work for it.
What we do have, though, is a promise that
there can be a result and that result is worthwhile, and that the help and support that we
continually need in working for that end is
always present with us. The Talmud enjoins
us not to be like servants who serve only in
hope of reward or fear of punishment but to
do the right thing because it is the right thing.
Nevertheless, realistically, we need a vision
to sustain us in defeat and to move us on to
return to the unremitting struggle for victory.
The Messianic hope and vision proclaimed
in the Aleynu prayer is precisely that, the
fundamental motivating force of Jewish continuity. Jews have survived and will survive
because Jews have the legacy of the vision
of the Biblical Prophets that what should be
indeed can be, indeed must be. They cannot
give up working for the realization of that vision if they are to retain their identity and their
integrity. Everything is a means to that end:
the culmination of the divine drama of history.

This page is spsonored by Ann & Debbie Diament (wife and daughter of former Rabbi Saul Diament), of Toronto
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Hadassah-WIZO News

CHW is Canada’s leading Jewish women’s philanthropic organization. Founded
in 1917, CHW is non-political, volunteer driven and funds a multitude of programs
and projects for Children, Healthcare and Women in Israel and Canada.
by Linda Shaw,

This is it - the start
of our annual CHW
fundraising campaign!
Saskatoon donors have been amazing in
their support of past campaigns. I’m counting
on YOU to help us continue our admirable
reputation for caring and generosity. Your
gift to the ANNUAL CAMPAIGN is directed
towards CHW’s projects primarily in Israel
devoted to Children, Healthcare and Women.
The theme for the 2013 Campaign is CREATING BETTER TOMORROWS. Through
your donation you have the opportunity to
create better tomorrows for children in our
daycare centres, at-risk youth in our schools,
women receiving breast cancer treatment and
care, those seeking life-saving medical care
at our hospitals, or women seeking advice
with a chance for an improved future... and
much more.

ACT NOW! DONATE GENEROUSLY!
ON-LINE securely at www.chw.ca or
MAIL to Linda Shaw
- 1109 Temperance Street,
Saskatoon, SK S7N 0N7

Here’s a list of how your donation can help thousands of needy and
deserving people in Israel:

There still is plenty of time to show that you
care:

1. Join today. Become a member (or
a Life Member) by calling Dianne
Greenblat @ 306-652-5916

2. Buy & Sell raffle tickets for our
Jewish-style Dinner for Eight. Call
Linda @ 306-374-7720

SASKATOON'S
ARTS & CONVENTION
CENTRE

3. Send Hadassah-WIZO cards for
every occasion. Call Janet @ 306384-0429
4. Generously support our CHW Annual
Campaign - before the end of this
year.
Thanks for your support,
Linda

Accounting & Auditing
Estate Planning
Management Consulting
Business Valuations

#35 22nd Street E. Saskatoon, SK
Tickets: www.tcutickets.ca

Website: www.tcuplace.com

(306) 975-7777

This Page is Sponsored by Saskatoon Hadassah WIZO
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Financial Planning
Mergers & Acquisitions
Income Tax Returns
Corporate Tax Returns

Saskatoon
Regina
Tel: (306) 653-6100
Tel: (306) 522-6500
Website www.virtusgroup.ca

by Dale Sands

Small Treasures in Sim Shalom

Rabbi Claudio has
decided to focus on
the structure of the
prayers in the Siddur
for Torah study after Shabbat services.
During the first session I rediscovered four verses on page 9
that are very practical and inspiring ways of
practicing Judaism.
The first is the priestly blessing. I came
across a very interesting commentary from the
Jewish Virtual Library that renders the third
verse differently than what we are used to. In
our Siddur it is “May the Lord show you kindness and grant you peace”. The version quoted
from JVL reads “The Lord bestows His favour
upon you and grants you his friendship”. Shalom here is translated as friendship because
according to biblical idiom it is the recipient
when granted favour who lifts up their face.
What seems to be happening here is that God
is not dropping his face or frowning as he is in
Jer 3:12; God is smiling at us as in Judges 4:17
and in Hebrew beriti shalom(Num 25:12) and
berit shalom (Isa 54:10) God is extending his
covenant/friendship with us.
The second verse we have to read is pulled
from Leviticus 19:2, 14-18. You shall be holy
for I, the Lord your God, am holy. You shall
not insult the deaf, or put a stumbling block
before the blind. You shall not render an
unjust decision; do not be partial to the poor
or show deference to the rich; judge your
neighbour fairly. Do not stand idly by the
blood of your neighbour. You shall not hate
your brother in your heart. Love your neighbour as yourself. I am the Lord. I find these
passages inspiring because they lay down our
Jewish view of justice especially in the verse

that talks about the blood of your neighbour.
According to the Talmud this verse commands
us to save life whether Jewish or not.
This third verse is titled: A passage from
the Mishnah. These are the deeds for which
there is no prescribed measure: leaving crops
at the corner of the field for the poor, offering
the first fruits as a gift to the temple, bringing
special offerings to the Temple on the three
Festivals, doing deeds of loving-kindness,
and studying Torah. According to the Tosefta,
there is actually no set amount of a field a person should leave for the poor. It is all decided
by the landowner. According to the same commentary men can fulfill the commandment of
showing up on the three Festivals by going to
the temple courtyard for a short one second
and leaving. Apparently a man doesn’t have
to bring all of the fruits at Shavuot since they
can be brought to the Temple until Sukkot.
In regards to studying Torah a set time has

Hebrew School

Everyone should have the opportunity to stop by the Center
when Hebrew School is being
dismissed! There are 25 children
excitedly running in the hallway
showing parents what they made.
We haven’t had this many students in 15
years! It is wonderful!!
The new Preschool is slowly gathering
toys and supplies, but with 12 students, we
find that we need more and more things to

We have created a

babysitters list

Joseph P. Dawson, CFP
100, 806 Spadina Cres. E.
Saskatoon, SK S7K 3H4
Bus: (306) 931-6711
Cell: (306) 716-6711
Toll Free: 1-800-893-2846

joseph.dawson@edwardjones.com

Making Sense of Investing

Dale Sands is a member of CAI and a loyal
supporter of the Saturday morning minyan

by Marsha Scharfstein, Principal

FOR YOUR INFORMATION:
Financial Advisor

never been set. It was either Moses or Ezra
who determined the minimum of reading the
Torah on Monday, Thursday and Shabbat.
The last verse is titled: A passage from
the Gemara. These are the deeds which yield
immediate fruit and continue to yield fruit in
time to come: honoring parents, doing deeds
of loving-kindness, attending the house of
study punctually, morning and evening, providing hospitality, visiting the sick, helping
the needy bride, attending the dead, probing
the meaning of prayer, and making peace
between one person and another and between
man and wife. Finally, the study of Torah is
the most basic of them all.
In our community I have observed that we
do pretty well in these areas for a community
of our size.

for members of Agudas Israel.
If you are looking for a babysitter, please call
the office and speak to Myla or the Shlichim
and they can help you find a sitter to match
your needs! If someone wants to be added to
the babysitters list, they can visit
http://bit.ly/ZI6KQl and fill out the
application. For more information, they can
email caibabysitting@gmail.com

keep the children interested and busy. We
just purchased a kitchen center and so far it is
very popular. We have dishes, pots and pans,
and food and the Rabbi is even excited at the
possibility of teaching kashrut to Preschool
and Kindergarten with props. The workshop
bench was purchased and donated by Grant
Scharfstein, and we thank him very much for
his contribution. It is also enjoyed by all, but
especially by the boys!
Our building Center is still in need of toys.
If anyone has mega blocks, duplo, building
blocks of any size, we would appreciate the
donation. Or if you are out at garage sales/
kijiji/Value Village...and find some on sale...
great!
We have two wonderful volunteers at
Hebrew School this year. Jan Scharfstein is
working in the Preschool and Ose Sokaribo is
in the Kindergarten. I know that the teachers
appreciate the help and I am sure Jan and Ose
are also enjoying themselves.
The year is off to a very interesting, stimulating, exciting start. Lots of learning happening here...and fun too.

This page is sponsored by Arnold z’l & Claire Golumbia of Vancouver
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Pubs, Pints, and Prayers

From our Dublin Desk - Matthew Feldman
Halfway done my
first semester of medical
school in Dublin and I
already feel immersed
in Irish culture. Many
celebratory evenings (ie.
birthdays, “YAY, we’re
in medical school”, and
“We made it through the first week of medical school”) and nights out have allowed me
to sample an array of Irish beers and ciders
while running belly first into the multitude of
pubs that line the city streets.
Dublin is a vibrant city beaming with arts,
culture, history, and some of the friendliest
people I have met. A friendly smile and ‘hello’
on the street is not uncommon. Twice already
I have been offered a ride back to campus
with an armload of groceries from complete
strangers.
Surrounded by new people, places, and
cultures, the High Holidays just a few short
weeks ago was a somewhat new experience

as well. Thankfully, I was able to revert back
to what was most comfortable – my Jewish
identity. Far from family and friends, I wanted
to feel closer to home.
Erev Yom Kippur I was invited to the
Chabad Rabbi’s house here in Dublin. To
my surprise, the whole Jewish community
was there! Twenty students! Well, maybe
not exactly. The community is about 1,000
scattered people but I was delighted to see a
large table surrounded by fellow Jews, albeit
most of them Israelis travelling following
discharge from the Army. We had a delicious
meal prepared by the Rabbi’s wife and her
kids and had wonderful conversation.
Due to academic commitments, I was unable to attend the evening service. The following morning, wanting more of a low-key
(and shorter) service, I decided to attend the
service at the Reform synagogue in Dublin
(there are only these two). There was an
elegant all-female choir and roughly 90%
of the service was in English. Personally, I

enjoy the Hebrew but hearing the words in
English actually brought new meaning to the
whole event.
After these experiences, one thing became
readily apparent. Judaism is Judaism; community is community, no matter where you are!
Far from friends and family, my experience
with the Jewish community in Dublin during
the High Holidays allowed me to forge new
relationships with individuals that suddenly
felt so familiar.
In coming to a place I had never visited and
that felt so foreign, I found a way to make it
feel more like home. A few more pubs, several
more pints, a sometimes hard-to-understand
accent, and a smaller collection of Jews, the
High Holidays in Dublin reminded me that no
matter where I go or what I do, I will always
have a community and I will always have my
Jewish identity.
With love from Dublin,
Matthew

Financial Support for Camp B’nai Brith and BBYO
Saskatoon B’nai Brith enthusiastically
supports Jewish children attending Camp
Riback/B’nai Brith.
1) B’nai Brith will pay up to half the cost of
one session in one year.
2 B’nai Brith will make this payment up to
three times for any one camper.
This support is available to all Jewish children in Saskatoon and support for children
outside of our city is potentially available by
contacting the President. Additional support
in any one year is possible by contacting the
president. All such contacts are confidential.
The names of families receiving such support
are not shared at our meetings.

Attention B’nai Brith
Members and Friends
You are invited:
King George Community School • 721
Ave. K. South

Tuesday Dec. 10 11:30 a.m.

Holiday Lunch

Please let David know if you can serve
and thenJoin the kids for lunch
(dl.katzman@sasktel.net)

Process:
Pay the first half of your registration fee and
ask the Camp to bill Saskatoon B’nai Brith
for the other half.
BBYO Support
Saskatoon B’nai Brith considers our support
of BBYO as an investment. We must develop
committed, competent leadership.
1) B’nai Brith will pay up to half of airline
transportation to regional events to members of BBYO who are consistently active
in chapter programming.
Process:
Purchase your airfare at least three weeks
ahead of the event attempting to secure the

least expensive airfare
Submit a copy of the expense after the event
to David Katzman (dl.katzman@sasktel.net)
Please note:
BB only pays 50% of the most reasonable
ticket; if you spend more than that, you will
only be reimbursed for 50% of the less expensive ticket
BB will consider providing more than 50%
to very active young members if such financial support is essential; please contact the
president for a confidential discussion. Please
contact David Katzman if the three week
period is proving to be difficult.

C H A R T E R E D A C C O U N T A NTS
Keith Thomson
Brian Turnquist
Michael Gorniak
Rodney Trayhorne
Amberly Chabot

B.Comm. CA
B.Comm. CA
B.Comm. CA
MPAcc. CA
B.Comm.

•Accounting & Auditing
•Personal & Corporate Tax Planning & Preparation
• Computer Consulting, Training & Monthly Processing
•Financial Planning & Loan Proposals
•Estate Planning •Agristability
•Business Plans •Litigation Support •Business Valuations

244-4414

Fax: 244-1545
400 - 15 23rd St. East - Saskatoon

This page is sponsored by Jeffrey and Sherril Stein.
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PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
FROM A QUALIFIED
FINANCIAL ADVISOR
Darrell Nordstrom, R.F.P.,
C.F.P., CLU.
•Financial Estate Planning
•Investment Management
•Charitable Bequests
Assante Wealth Management
Wealth Creation, Preservation and Management

200 - 261 1st Ave. East
Saskatoon, Sask. S7K 1X2
Bus: 665-3377 Res: 933-4123

A Note from Sisterhood

by Lisa Shiffman
Upon joining the Sisterhood at Agudas Israel
in January and then becoming the President a
few months later, I found
myself in a position where
I truly had no idea what I
was doing yet had the support of a phenomenal group of women who treated me with
patience, and eagerly guided me through the
process of learning my role as Sisterhood
President. Every single member plays an
important role and has their duties, thoughts,
ideas, and constructive criticisms, which
contribute to making us a great sisterly unit.
I feel blessed to be “leading” such a wonderful group, though they are truly my teachers.
This group is multi-generational with ladies
in their early 30’s, to ladies in their late….
well, a proper lady doesn’t mention her age.
Because of this melding of the generations we
have old ideas, new ideas and old ideas being
given new twists. The energy in our meetings leaves everyone feeling revitalized and
ready to take on new projects with renewed
ambition. Our entire Jewish community will
feel the waves of our Sisterhood through involvement in the various events we host. We
welcome any ladies who wish to be a part of
something amazing to join us. There’s room
for everyone!
Sisterhood will be hosting the Chanukah
Event on Saturday, November 23rd beginning
at 10 a.m. with an Activity Fair followed by
entertainment and an amazing hot latke lunch.
The lunch costs $10/adult, $5.00/child or a
family rate of $30.00. It is Grey Cup Sunday,
so you can come have some fun in the morn-

ing, fill your tummy with amazing potato
treats, then head home to enjoy the game! It
will be a very filling and fulfilling day.
Once a month there is an evening Shabbat
service on Friday at 7:00 p.m. I encourage
anyone who is willing and able to sign up to
host the oneg for one of these events. There
are only 12 onegs in a year and there will be
a worker on hand to assist with setup and tea

preparation and to clean up afterwards unless
you specify otherwise. The oneg is a simple
snack after the service, generally consisting
of tea, some baking (or store bought goodies!)
and a small fruit plate.
To sign up to take care of the January or
February oneg or to receive information on
Agudas Israel’s Sisterhood, contact Lisa at
Lisashiffman@shaw.ca.

Sisterhood Torah Fund
Women’s League of Conservative Judaism (WLCJ) is the national organization that our
Sisterhood belongs to. At the national level, WLCJ supports many projects, education and
initiatives. The Torah Fund is one of those projects and is the focus of this article.
Conservative/Masorti Judaism has three main schools where future Rabbis and Cantors
are trained, The Jewish Theological Seminary (New York City), Zeigler School of Rabbinic
Studies (Los Angeles), and the Schecter Institute of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem).
The Torah Fund campaign was first launched in 1942 as a scholarship fund. In 1963, it
combined with the Mathilde Schechter Residence Hall campaign that provided housing for
undergraduate students. Since then, Torah Fund has been a vital source of support for JTS
and its students, raising more than 66 million dollars.
Over the years, the Torah Fund has provided 500 bookshelves for the library, landscaping
and outdoor furniture in the JTS quad, created the Women’s League Seminary Synagogue in
JTS, dedicated the sculpture garden at the Schecter Institute, participated in the construction
of the Kripke Tower at JTS, and always provides financial aid to students.
You can also participate in this most worthwhile project. There are several ways to contribute to the Torah Fund locally. Leona Wasserman is our Torah Fund Chair. She has beautiful
cards available for sale at $4 each. There are many special event cards such as Sympathy,
Get Well, Mazal Tov, Birth, Birthday. The proceeds of card sales goes directly to the Torah
Fund. There is also a pin created each year which is a gift in recognition of a minimum $180
donation. This year the theme is Mishpachah...Family. It is a beautiful art piece and can also
be ordered through Leona.
If you have any questions regarding Torah Fund, or would like to purchase cards, or make
a donation, please contact Leona Wasserman at lwasserman@shaw.ca.

luboff
a Go
LeilMember
of REMAX

we design and print...
Brochures
Newsletters
Flyers
Posters
Presentation Folders
Laser Cheques
Stationery
Annual reports
Business Forms
Carbonless Forms

Chairman Club
#3 Individual Awards 2012
Lifetime Achievement Award 2006

500, 123 - 2nd Avenue South
Saskatoon Sk Canada S7K 7E6

Textbooks
Family History Books
... to your specifications and satisfaction

Tel. 306.955.3373 • Fax. 306.955.5739
217 Jessop Avenue • Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7N 1Y3

Michael R. Scharfstein, B.Comm., J.D.
mscharfstein@SHTB-law.com
Ph: 306.244.0132 Fax: 306.653.1118
www.SHTB-law.com

For

RESULTS,
SERVICE &
EXPERIENCE

call me today.
I look forward to working with you!
           
Saskatoon
Bus: (306) 242-6000 	
Cell: 241-1900
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Divrei Harav...

To Israel from Ethiopia... from page 9

from page 3

attract these Jews who approach their Jewish identity in new ways. While some of us
still relate to Jewish institutions following a
traditional paradigm of natural identification
and solidarity, the truth is that today many
Jews don’t see the community component of
Judaism in the same way as in the past. Formal
membership, in opposition to what happened
in the past, cannot be taken for granted anymore and this is mainly because many of our
brothers and sisters cannot see the spiritual,
emotional or even practical need of being an
“official” member of a Synagogue. But it is
important to understand that this tendency is
the product of the current values in our society
and not necessarily an indication of a lack of
commitment. Consequently, we won’t be successful in attracting them if we judge or blame
them for being selfish or not supportive with

our institutions. On the contrary, we have to
find ways to open our doors and show them
they are welcome and can build their formal
relationship with the institution with time and
starting from their own interests.
New times require new thinking, new strategies and changes. Jews know perfectly well
what it means because this has been the secret
of our survival, despite so many difficulties.
As we continue working on the challenges
of the present, we don’t have to forget that
the work has to be constantly evaluated and
planned, because even when “we are not
expected to complete the task, neither we are
free to desist from it” (Pirkei Avot 2:21).
B’birkat Shalom,
With blessing of peace,
Rabbi Claudio

As my father planted for me before I was born,
So do I plant for those who will come after me.

from the Talmud

The Saskatoon Jewish Foundation
gratefully acknowledges the following contributions:

TO

GREETING
FROM		
Saskatoon Jewish Foundation
In memory of Miriam Gelmon
Lesley-Ann Crone
		
& Alan Rosenberg
Janet Erikson
Dr. Karen Gelmon & Family
Janet Erikson
Mary-Ellen Buckwold
Noah Fenyes

Ralph Katzman

Gladys & Gerry Rose Fund
Mazel Tov on receivng the B’nai Brith
Gerry Rose Volunteer Award
In memory of Miriam Gelmon

Joe, Karen & Katie Dawson
Glady Rose & Family

Elaine & Sherwood Sharfe Cantorial Fund
Mazel Tov on receiving the B’nai Brith
Gerry Rose volunteer Award
Elaine & Sherry Sharfe
In memory of Ian Buckwold
Elaine & Sherry Sharfe
Mazel Tov on being awarded a
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal
Joe, Karen & Katie Dawson
Avivi Young Shlichim fund
Mazel Tov on being awarded a
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal

Joe, Karen & Katie Dawson

Your contribution, sent to:
Saskatoon Jewish Foundation Congregation Agudas Israel, 715 McKinnon Avenue,
Saskatoon S7H 2G2 will be gratefully received and faithfully applied.

Business Slipping Away?

Maybe you are paying too
much for your steel?
Call Toll Free:

1-800-667-5353

Bucket Service Available
New Steel and Pipe
Used Steel and Pipe
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RV
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Service
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Duty
Trucks

Free Shuttle Service
Pick-up and Delivery
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gmc
Heavy
Duty
Trucks

Body Shop

The Body Shop provides
Free Loaners on all SGI
or Retail Collision Claims

President: Mark Ditlove

SHERWOOD

Saskatoon

374-6330 • Toll Free 1-877-374-6330

INLAND STEEL PRODUCTS INC

550 Brand Road • Saskatoon
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were learning. I learned new games to play
with them, shared new stories and even participated in simple performances. We celebrated
holidays together. That’s where I learned the
traditional Hebrew songs. I saw what my
daughters liked. During the years, thanks to
these meetings I gradually understood more
and more about the culture, the traditions and
Israeli society.
There was a strong change in the relationship with my daughters. At first, during the
activities, it was hard for me. I liked to watch
how the counselors interacted with them,
but I just couldn’t do the same. Eventually,
through the games we played, I learned how to
be assertive and not afraid to discipline. The
counselors assisted me at the beginning, mediating when needed. My daughters initially
were embarrassed when I joined the activities,
fearing that if I didn’t know how, I might ruin
their drawings or games. Gradually, I became
more confident. I took part in the activities,
eventually guiding us through the projects. It
wasn’t easy, or quick. Often they were angry
or insulted by me and I at them. I learned
to become a mother who can lead them and
they became proud of me, not embarrassed.
Our relationship became closer and much less
fraught with tensions. My younger daughter
is much more relaxed and trusts me more
than ever.
There were activities and fieldtrips to places
we would never have been able to see on
our own : shows, an unforgettable trip to the
Wailing Wall in Jerusalem, riding camels in
the Negev.
Over the years, I’ve changed. I’ve become
one of the leaders in the group. Not only has
my Hebrew improved. Thanks to what I’ve
learned in this program, the experiences, the
connection to other mothers, the activities
with my children in the sessions and my ties
with the counselors, today I see that I can give
to and support new members who join us. The
counselors even tell me that I’m a calming
influence in the group, someone who is understanding and able to see both sides of any
problem without overreacting to the moment.
When my husband passed away a year
ago, I learned just how important the support
of the group is for me. These women, my
friends, came to console me. I returned to
participate in the activities with much support
from them. I desperately needed this during
the year following his loss. The counselors
were like mothers to me and my youngest
daughter. Getting out of the house, coming to
the warmth of the group helps me to gradually
get on with my life.
I hope that I’ve been able to express myself
and my appreciation for what this program has
meant to me and my family.

by Stan Schroeder

Biography of the Month: Golda Meir

I originally wrote about Golda Meir for
the May 2008 Shir Notes. At that time I
chose people who were born in the month
of the issue. I also chose her because it
was the month of the 60th Israel Independence Day and Golda was an important
political leader in the critical days of
1948 when David Ben Gurion declared
Israel as a Jewish state
based on the 1947 UN
vote. Today she is
also relevant because
she was Prime Minister on Yom Kippur,
1973 and we recently
observed the 40th anniversary of the war
that started that day.
Golda was born
May 3, 1898 as Golda
Mabowitz in Kiev in
the Russian Empire
(today Ukraine) to
Blume Naidtich and
Moshe Mabowitz, a
carpenter. She had
two sisters, Shayna
and Tzipke. Five other
siblings died in childhood. There were
frequent pogroms in
Kiev and Moshe went
to the U.S. in 1903 to pave the way for the
family emigrating in 1906. They settled in
Milwaukee where Moshe found a job as a
carpenter and Blume ran a grocery store.
At the age of eight, Golda was already put
in charge of watching the store when her
mother went to the market for supplies.
Golda attended the Fourth St.School
(now Golda Meir School) from 1906 to
1912. When she began school, she did not
know English, but she graduated as valedictorian of her class. At 14 she went to
North Division High School and worked
part time. Her mother wanted her to leave
school and marry, but she rebelled. She
bought a train ticket to Denver and went
to live with her married sister, Sheyna
Korngold. The Korngolds held intellectual evenings at their home where Golda
was exposed to debates on Zionism, literature, women’s suffrage, trade unions,
and more. In Denver, she also met Morris
Meyerson, a sign painter, whom she later
married at the age of 19.

In 1913 Golda returned to high school
in Milwaukee, graduating in 1915. While
there, she became an active member of
Young Poalei Zion, which later became
Habonim, the labor Zionist youth movement. She spoke at public meetings, embraced Socialist Zionism, and hosted visitors from Palestine. After graduating from
Milwaukee
State Normal
School, Golda
taught in Milwaukee public
schools.
G o l d a ,
Morris, and
Sheyna made
aliyah to Palestine in 1921.
The Meyersons joined
Kibbutz Merhavia in the
Jezreel Valley.
Golda’s duties
included picking almonds,
planting trees,
working in the
chicken coops,
and running
the kitchen.
Recognizing her leadership abilities, the
kibbutz chose her as its representative to
the Histradut, the General Federation of
Labor.
In June 1946, the British cracked down
on the Zionist movement in Palestine, arresting many leaders of the Jewish yishuv
(settlement). During the incarceration
of Moshe Sharett, Golda became the
principal negotiator between the Jews
in Palestine and the British Mandatory
authorities. She also conducted secret
negotiations with King Abdullah of
Transjordan in the days before the War
of Independence. Abdullah asked her
not to be in a hurry to proclaim a state.
Golda, known for her acerbic wit, replied,
“We’ve been waiting for 2,000 years. Is
that hurrying?”
Meir was one of 24 signatories (two of
them women) of the Israel Declaration of
Independence on May 14, 1948. She later
recalled, “After I signed, I cried. When I
studied American history as a schoolgirl

and I read about those who signed the
Declaration of Independence, I couldn’t
imagine these were real people doing
something real. And there I was signing
a declaration of establishment.”
After Prime Minister Levi Eshkol’s
sudden death on February 26, 1969 her
party elected Meir as his successor. She
came out of retirement to take office
March 17, 1969, serving as Prime Minister until 1974. Following the Yom Kippur
of October 6 - 26, 1973 her party won
elections in December. But she resigned
on April 11, 1974, bowing to the “will of
the people.” Yitzhak Rabin succeeded
her on June 3, 1974.
The following year Golda was awarded
the Israel Prize for her special contribution to the State of Israel. She died of
cancer in Jerusalem December 8, 1978
and was buried on Mount Herzl. Golda
will be remembered, along with David
Ben Gurion, Israel’s first Prime Minister,
and Theodor Herzl, the founder of the
World Zionist Congress, as one of the
people most responsible for our modern
Jewish State of Israel. She personified
Zionist spirit: tough, austere, and honest.
Editor’s Note: Stan Schroeder is the Editor
of Congregation Shir Ami’s “Shir Notes” in
Los Angeles which also won a Gold Medal for
“Bulletins.” He writes biographies of famous
Jews and has offered to share them with us.
This article was first published in the Shir
Notes June, 2010.

Rebecca Simpson

Coordinator of Awesome

306.665.5380 Ext. 396
rsimpson@centennialplumbing.com
Web: www.centennial360.com
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You Are My Bone and My Flesh

By Daniel Stern, Campaign Director and
Director of Regional Community Services, United Israel Appeal Federations Canada — ULA
In
Parsha
Vayeitzei, Jacob
travels to Haran,
encountering ‘the
place’ along the way
and dreaming of a
ladder between heaven and earth and receiving God’s promise of the land upon which
he laid belonging to his descendants. Jacob
arrives in Haran and encounters Laban, who
in Genesis 29:14 asks him to stay, saying
‘indeed, you are my bone and my flesh.”
This begins years worth of labour, love and

Yahrtzeits
November 1/2
Sam Fromson
Molly Grobman
Harry Zhivotovsky
Katie Claman
Allen Gonor
Louise Gumprich
Vina Silverman
Jack Weitzman
Samuel Claman
Moisha Gross
Adolf Lehrer
Zlotta Lertzman
Harry Monovitch
Bella Spector
Jack Sugarman
Sam Goodman
Frank Miller
Julie Sarblut
Eleanor Segal
Jack Hearn
Sarah Hock
Samuel Laimon
Louis Levy
Harold Pavey
Isadore Richman

Heshvan 28/29
Nov 1 (28)*
Nov 1 (28)*
Nov 2 (29)
Nov 4 (Kislev 1)
Nov 4 (1)
Nov 4 (1)*
Nov 4 (1)
Nov 4 (1)*
Nov 5 (2)
Nov 5 (2)
Nov 5 (2)*
Nov 5 (2)*
Nov 5 (2)*
Nov 5 (2)
Nov 5 (2)
Nov 6 (3)
Nov 6 (3)*
Nov 6 (3)
Nov 6 (3)
Nov 7 (4)
Nov 7 (4)
Nov 7 (4)
Nov 7 (4)
Nov 7 (4)
Nov 7 (4)

November 8/9
Fanny Beaverman
Wolfe Bodovsky
Abraham Chorsky
Alexander Fayerman
Joseph Katz
Miriam Pavey
Dorothy Steiger
Anette Sternberg
Ytzchak Solsberg
Isaac Fogel
Ann Katz
Ethel Nulman
Mayer Padolsky
Halevi Polatnic
Richard Blum
Rebecca Butler
Samuel Friedman
Sarah Sharzer
Zelda Dachis

Kislev 5/6
Nov 8 (5)
Nov 8 (5)
Nov 8 (5)
Nov 8 (5)*
Nov 8 (5)
Nov 8 (5)
Nov 8 (5)*
Nov 8 (5)*
Nov 9 (6)
Nov 10 (7)
Nov 10 (7)*
Nov 10 (7)
Nov 11 (8)
Nov 11 (8)
Nov 12 (9)
Nov 12 (9)
Nov 12 (9)*
Nov 12 (9)*
Nov 13 (10)

promises made and broken for Jacob. There
are many ways to study how complicated this
gets, perhaps this will spark some questions
to be asked of Rabbi Claudio. What strikes
me is the concept of recognizing someone you
have never met as family. And what are our
responsibilities to our family?
Giving to those in need is a central tenet to
Judaism. Simply put, we provide for those
less fortunate than ourselves. The UJA Campaign makes a big impact in Israel, supporting
social service programs for teenagers, children
and families with special needs, like Amutat

Harry Friedman
Joseph Segal
Ella Springman
Mina Flikshteyn
Grisha Gersher
Isaac Goldenberg
Philip Golumbia
Sally Katz

Nov 13 (10)
Nov 13 (10)*
Nov 14 (11)*
Nov 14 (11)*
Nov 14 (11)
Nov 14 (11)*
Nov 14 (11)*
Nov 14 (11)*

November 15/16
Kislev 12/13
Malke Hamir
Nov 15 (12)
Bessie Waiser
Nov 15 (12)*
Bernie Fingard
Nov 16 (13)*
Eli Shapero
Nov 16 (13)
Annie Sklar
Nov 16 (13)
Beatrice Hatklin
Nov 17 (14)
Aida Soiffer
Nov 17 (14)
Mary-Ida Davidner Nov 18 (15)*
Tanya Flikshteyn
Nov 18 (15)
Nathan Shaffer
Nov 18 (15)*
Ben Shore
Nov 18 (15)*
David teplinsky
Nov 18 (15)
Morris Lubin
Nov 19 (16)
Anna T. blank
Nov 20 (17)
Yehudith Broudy
Nov 20 (17)
Nomi Oren Ehren-Lis Nov 20 (17)
Rebecca Green
Nov 20 (17)
Jacob Neumann
nov 20 (17)*
Mary Bender
Nov 21 (18)*
Samuel Lifshen
Nov 21 (18)*
November 22/23
Alexander Blum
Fannie Kahan
Haim Kolominsky
Podhorcer
Joseph Brant

Kislev 19/20
Nov 22 (19)
Nov 24 (21)
Nov 24 (21)*
Nov 25 (22)
Nov 27 (24)

November 29/30
Reisie Korber
Anita Marcus
Gertrude Goffman
Sara Y. Korzen
Isaac Lubin
David MacKay
Yosef Pollak
Freda Aaron
Michael Goorovitch
Marjorie Cohen
Alex Gimpel

Kislev 26/27
Nov 29 (26)*
Nov 30 (27)
Dec 2 (29)
Dec 2 (29)*
Dec 2 (29)
Dec 2 (29)
Dec 2 (29)
Dec 3 (30)*
Dec 3 (30)
Dec 4 (Tevet 1)
Dec 4 (1)

Alma, an NGO in Nes Ziona whose goal is
to enrich the afternoon activities of children
at risk. It also supports seniors in the Former
Soviet Union and other domestic programs,
including Agudas Israel’s Young Shlichim
program.
As you enter the winter holiday season,
think about how valuable your gift is in helping Kol Yisrael. We can all make a difference
in helping our extended family in Israel, even
if we live a continent away. Have a Chanukah
filled with happiness, health and light.

Rena Levitsky
Marvin Aarons
Edith Caplan

Dec 4 (1)*
Dec 5 (2)*
Dec 5 (2)

December 6/7
Hyman Arlinsky
Martha Blum
Susanna Hillman
Tom Kovish
Nathan Kornfeld
Charles Vickar
Helen Levson
Doris Mazer
Leopold Edison
Israel Katzman
Labe Katzman
Veile Bernstein
Joseph Ditlove
Joseph Donen
Lil Gitlin
Annie Handelman
Ida Gamm
Arthur Singer
Julie Singer

Tevet 3/4
Dec 6 (3)
Dec 6 (3)
Dec 6 (3)*
Dec 6 (3)
Dec 7 (4)
Dec 7 (4)
Dec 8 (5)
Dec 8 (5)*
Dec 9 (6)
Dec 9 (6)
Dec 9 (6)*
Dec 10 (7)
Dec 10 (7)
Dec 10 (7)
Dec 11 (8)*
Dec 11 (8)*
Dec 12 (9)
Dec 12 (9)*
Dec 12 (9)

December 13/14
Moses Filer
Mary Davidner
Michael Davidner
Syd Gelmon
Solomon Shaw
Elizabeth Brewster
Arnold Golumbia
Baby Trager
Jacob Trager
Morris Ames
Joseph Caplan
Estelle Gladstone
Leon Dragushan
Anne Goldstein
Sadie O’Fallon
Anne Shore
Jerry Brown
Fanny Miller
Joe Schachter

Tevet 10/11
Dec 13 (10)*
Dec 15 (12)*
Dec 15 (12)
Dec 15 (12)
Dec 15 (12)*
Dec 16 (13)
Dec 16 (13)
Dec 16 (13)
Dec 16 (13)*
Dec 17 (14)*
Dec 17 (14)
Dec 17 (14)
Dec 18 (15)*
Dec 18 (15)
Dec 18 (15)
Dec 18 (15)*
Dec 19 (16)
Dec 19 (16)*
Dec 19 (16)*

December 20/21
Gertrude Bricker
Harry Spector
Minnie Cramer

Tevet 17/18
Dec 20 (17)*
Dec 20 (17)*
Dec 21 (18)*
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Tsilav Gutner
S.B. Levin
Essie Flikshteyn
Harry Buckwold
Sarah Epstein
Sarah Goldenberg
Irvin Nisenholt
Mordechai Avivi
Margret Cohen
Samuel G. Meyers
Samuel Wiss
Jacob Laimon
Fanny Landa
Esther Pentol

Dec 21 (18)
Dec 21 (18)*
Dec 22 (19)
Dec 23 (20)*
Dec 23 (20)*
Dec 23 (20)*
Dec 23 (20)
Dec 24 (21)*
Dec 24 (21)
Dec 24 (21)
Dec 24 (21)*
Dec 25 (22)
Dec 25 (22)*
Dec 26 (23)

December 27/28
Morris Claman
Clara Milavsky
Rev. David Avol
Faige Bernbaum
Chaje Goldenberg
Abraham Abelevsky
George Meyer
Irving Schulman
Charlotte Fine
Solomon Katzman
Bessie Trager
Bert Scharfstein
Abbey Rhoda
Isador Singer
Joseph Sugarman

Tevet 24/25
Dec 27 (24)
Dec 27 (24)*
Dec 28 (25)*
Dec 28 (25)*
Dec 28 (25)*
Dec 29 (26)*
Dec 30 (27)
Dec 30 (27)
Dec 31 (28)
Dec 31 (28)*
Dec 31 (28)*
Jan 1 (29)
Jan 2 (Shevat 1)
Jan 2 (1)
Jan 2 (1)

January 3/4	Shevat 2/3
Michael Sklar
Jan 3 (2)
Edward Burns
Jan 4 (3)
Chaim Reznick
Jan 4 (3)*
William Shear
Jan 4 (3)*
Min Fayerman
Jan 5 (4)
Reuben Gitlin
Jan 5 (4)*
Mizal Isaakov
Jan 5 (4)
Shimon Tzalkovich Jan 5 (4)
Doris Crone
Jan 6 (5)
Chaye Goluboff
Jan 6 (5)
David Rahanim
Jan 6 (5)
Sonny Ludwig
Jan 7 (6)
Walter Zion
Jan 8 (7)*
Jeffrey Gertler
Jan 9 (8)

Let’s Adopt a Jacob Sheep
by Abbey, Youth Editor
My mom was perusing the magazine
section at McNally
Robinson and came
across a magazine
called Wild Fibers, which caught her attention
because it mentioned Tay-Sachs disease on
the cover. I am interested in neurology, so I
decided to read the article in her Fiber magazine. I was curious what connection there was
between fiber and a neurological disease common in Ashkenazi Jewish people. I thought the
article was very interesting and would like to
share what I read with the community.
Tay-Sachs is a rare recessive genetic disease with no known cure. It is caused by the
body’s lack of a protein called hexosaminidase
A, which is responsible for breaking down
ganglioside chemicals in nerve tissues. The
lack of this protein causes the gangliosides to
build up to toxic levels, destroying the cells
causing severe neurological symptoms and ultimately death. Tay-Sachs disease is common
amongst Jewish people of Ashkenazi decent.
The damage of this disease hit close to home
for a young Jewish Bar Mitzvah boy named
Justin Ungerleider, whose brother died of
Tay-Sachs disease. For Justin’s Bar Mitzvah,
he asked his guests to adopt a sheep from an
ancient, underdeveloped breed called Jacob
Sheep, which are now prominent players in

Kitchens

Find a Cure for Tay Sachs Disease

Tay-sachs research. This discovery of the connection between Tay-Sachs and Jacobs sheep
came to light accidentally and unexpectedly
by gentlemen farmers in Texas.
When Fred and Joan Horak decided to
take up gentleman farming after retirement
from mortgage banking, he had no idea that
he would be opening a brand new window
into the research of Tay-Sachs disease via
the ancient breed of sheep they raised. When
two of Horak’s lambs became sick, they took
them to a veterinarian who struggled to diagnose the lambs. After one week of waiting, a
busload of veterinarians came to the Horak’s
farm to collect samples for further diagnostic
studies. The veterinarians could only conclude
that the lambs had a form of gangliosis. The
Horaks agreed to try to breed their sheep for
the genetic mutation in order to rid the Jacob
breed of its genetic disease. One ram named
Turner183K was pinned as the most likely
carrier of the disease and could be linked to the
first Jacob Sheep to come to North America.
For 10 years, while the Horaks worked to
breed carriers of the disease, scientists finally
determined that the two diseased sheep actually had Tay-Sachs disease, which until that
point had only ever been seen in humans and
Flamingoes and Muntjak deer. This discovery
meant that now scientists had something they
could easily test in the lab. The scientists made

a call for free DNA testing of Jacob sheep
and found that out of 443 DNA samples 51
were carriers of the form of Tay-Sachs. The
scientists were able to increase the lifespan
of the sheep from 8 months to 18 months,
something that is not yet possible for humans,
but has more promise now that it has been
achieved for the sheep. The sheep act as an
excellent tool for research. The Horaks also
continued to help the research by successfully
cross breeding the Jacob sheep to produce
them without horns or wool so that they could
fit into an MRI machine. The Horaks were
honoured for their contributions and efforts
at the Tay-Sachs national convention and are
highly respected in the Jewish community.
The research of Jacob sheep and Tay-Sachs
costs between $500,000 and 2 million dollars
to continue. The Bar Mitzvah boy who lost his
brother to the disease raised $10,000 at his
Bar Mitzvah. There is now a project called
the “Adopt a Sheep Project” dedicated to the
continuation of Tay-Sachs disease research.
As Jewish people, it is important to “carry”
the disease not in our genes, but towards a
cure. So now I ask, should Agudas Israel try
to adopt a Jacob Sheep?
For more information visit www.ntsad.org
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/
PMH0002390/

from our

Congregants

from Franci Holstlander

I found a recipe that finally tasted similar to
the yummy brisket my grandmother made for
holidays. The recipe is in Jayne Cohen’s “Jewish
Holiday Cooking” and is called “Easy OnionBraised Brisket”. I don’t follow the all the steps
as outlined in the original recipe, but love how
the brisket turns out.
Best made the day before eating!
Ingredients
Brisket for 16 ( should be 2 big flat cuts, about 10
pounds)
Olive oil (about 10 tablespoons)
12 large cloves of garlic
salt and fresh ground pepper
16 cups of onions (either cooking ones or sweet,
or a mix)
1/2 cup of quality balsamic vinegar

Brisket
Almost Like my Granny’s
Step one- You can do this, or I have skipped this
step...Put the brisket in the roaster with some of
the olive oil and brown all sides, though not too
much and this should not take long (about 10
minutes).

with some salt and pepper. Rub this paste on
both sides of the brisket. Put half of the reduced
caramelized onions under the brisket and half
on top (top side had the fat on it). Cover the
roasting pan with foil and the roasting pan lid.

In a large frying pan, saute 8 cups of the onions
in the the rest of the olive oil with some salt and
pepper. We like a lot of pepper and not too much
salt! Cook the onions over medium to high heat
stirring often until they are half the volume and
golden, then add the other 8 cups of onions.
Cook until all of the onions are soft and keep
cooking until they turn a deep gold color. Add 7
tablespoons of the vinegar and increase to high
stirring well until the liquid is gone. This takes
about 3-4 minutes.

Cook in oven at 300 F (or 275 Convection)
Turn the brisket every 30 minutes and cook 3
1/2-4 hours or until the brisket is very tender...I
like brisket soft like butter!! Let it sit and cool,
then put in fridge. Cut it cold in thin slices
across the grain at a diagonal. Put back in the
oven to warm back up, then put the meat and
sauce on a serving plate and enjoy.
(onions will be almost unrecognizable)

Press the garlic in a small bowl and sprinkle
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November 2013 • Heshvan / Kislev 5774
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Friday

Thursday

					1 Heshvan 28

Saturday

2 Heshvan 29

TOLDOT

*Randy Katzman
Havdalah 6:27pm

Candle Lighting 5:18pm

3 Heshvan 30

Rosh Chodesh
Tefillah & Tefillin
10:00 am

10 Kislev 7
Breakfast Club
10:00 am

4 Kislev 1

5 Kislev 2

7 Kislev 4

UIA Campaign
Kick-off
7 pm
JCC

Rosh Chodesh
Lunch & Learn
12 pm

11 Kislev 8

6 Kislev 3

12 Kislev 9

13 Kislev 10

8 Kislev 5

Evening Service: 7pm
Oneg Host: Shiffman Family
* Lisa Shiffman
Candle Lighting 5:07pm

14 Kislev 11

15 Kislev 12

B’nai Brith
Silver Plate Dinner
TCU
5:30 pm

OFFICE CLOSED

Candle Lighting 4:57pm

17 Kislev 14
Global Day of Jewish
Learning
2 - 4:30 pm

18 Kislev 15

19 Kislev 16

Lunch & Learn
12 pm

20 Kislev 17

9 Kislev 6

21 Kislev 18

22 Kislev 19

* David Katzman
Havdalah 6:14pm

16 Kislev 13

VAYISHLACH

* Lesley-Ann Crone
Havdalah 6:04pm

23 Kislev 20

VAYESHEV

Board Meeting
7 pm

Sisterhood Meeting
7p.m. CAI Kitchen

* Harold Shiffman
Havdalah 5:56pm

Candle Lighting 4:49pm

24 Kislev 21
Hanukkah Fair
10 am

25 Kislev 22

26 Kislev 23

Lunch & Learn
12 pm

27 Kislev 24
1st Hanukkah Candle

28 Kislev 25
2nd Hanukkah Candle

Bar/Bat Mitzvah Class
6:30 pm

1 Kislev 28

5th Hanukkah Candle
Tefillah & Tefillin
10:00 am

Monday

2 Kislev 29
Lunch & Learn
12 pm

Tuesday

3 Kislev 30
7th Hanukkah Candle

Adult Bar/Bat Mitzvah
Class 6:30 pm

Wednesday

4 Tevet 1
8th Hanukkah Candle
Rosh Chodesh Tevet

Thursday

5 Tevet 2
Israeli Dancing
with Daniella & Yuval
JCC
7 pm

9 Tevet 6

Friday

6 Tevet 3

No Friday Service

Candle Lighting 4:39pm

6th Hanukkah Candle

8 Tevet 5

Evening Service: 6pm
with Potluck
3rd Hanukkah Candle

10 Tevet 7

11 Tevet 8

12 Tevet 9

13 Tevet 10

Fast 10 Tevet
No Friday Service

Candle Lighting 4:38pm

15 Tevet 12

16 Tevet 13

17 Tevet 14

18 Tevet 15

19 Tevet 16

Board Meeting
7 pm

B’nai Brith Meeting

20 Tevet 17

No Friday Service

Candle Lighting 4:40pm

22 Tevet 19

23 Tevet 20

24 Tevet 21

25 Tevet 22
OFFICE CLOSED

26 Tevet 23

OFFICE CLOSED

27 Tevet 24

No Friday Service

Candle Lighting 4:45pm

29 Tevet 26

30 Tevet 27

31 Tevet 28

Breakfast Club
10 am

This page is sponsored by B’nai Brith Lodge #739
* Bema Roster

30 Kislev 27

HANUKKAH

4th Hanukkah Candle
B;nai Brith Social - 8 pm

* Perry Jacobson
Candle Lighting 4:43pm

December 2013 • Kislev / Tevet 5774
Sunday

29 Kislev 26

VEYETZE

* Kevin Sharfe
Havdalah 5:50pm

Saturday

7 Tevet 4

VAYIGASH

* Heather Fenyes
Havdalah 5:47pm

14 Tevet 11

VEYECHI

NO Shabbat Morning Service

*
Havdalah 5:46pm

21 Tevet 18

SHEMOT

Shlichim will lead the Service

* Randy Katzman
Havdalah 5:49pm

28 Tevet 25

VA’ERA

Shlichim will lead the Service

* Seth Shacter
Havdalah 5:54pm

